
Quick Start Guide

 ASSESSOR

Here’s how Sero! assessments work at a glance:

Assessor (you) Learners

Form a concept map

Assign the assessment 
to groups of Learners

Create an assessment 
using your map

View results per Learner 
and per group of Learners

Take the assignment

View their own results 
(if permitted)
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Focus question: enter a question that the concept map will aim to answer

Choose your assessment outcome

Choose how your map will be created

From scratch Import...

Scored Not scored

Create a full concept map for 
Learners to be scored against

Add concepts and/or linking phrases for 
for Learners to work with for comparison

*Build-a-Map only

Learners create their own linking phrases

1 Form a concept map

Map setup

Map content

Remove parts of the map you 
want to discard

Edit the text and positioning of 
concepts and linking phrases

Zoom in or out of and drag 
the map to adjust view

Map area

Automation options  (Scored maps only, optional)

Check content   Decide whether your map could be improved by removing 
terms that are redundant. You can also edit similar terms to distinguish 
them from one another.

Check structure   See which key structures may be affecting the quality of 
your map.

Check balance   Find out whether the shape of your map is evenly 
distributed and identify any imbalanced areas.

Add propositions, concepts and 
linking phrases, or just concepts 
(depending on map setup)

Edit and delete content

Left panel

From a file or from an 
existing map

4 Take the assignment (Learners)

5 View own results (Learners)

2 Create an assessment using your map

Build-a-Map

scored maps only

Skeleton Map

Add assessment items...

From scratch Suggest

items for me

Linking phrase behavior

Reusable Not reusable

Check Build-a-Map difficulty (optional)

Assessment style

error

Multiple 
choice Fill-in Drag-and-drop Connect-to Error correct Arrowhead


direction

Assessment items (Skeleton Map only)

Turn pieces of your map into assessment items for Learners to 
complete. You can do this yourself or by adding from a list of suggested items.

3 Assign the assessment to groups of Learners

Setup

Instructions (optional)

Enter anything specific you want your Learners to know for the assessment.

Assessment open

Choose a date 

Grading and scoring

View results

NOT view results

Learners can... After submitting, Learners can see...

Score, item results, and ReferenceMap

Score only

Score and item results only

Assign to... New group...

Select Learner group(s)

Assign

6 View results per Learner and per group of Learners
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Build-a-Map

Start with loose concepts and linking phrases. 
Draw links to connect them. Form a map that 
best represents the information given.

Build-a-Map

Receive a score and see which connections 
were correct, incorrect, and missing. Toggle to 
the ReferenceMap to see the correct map.

*If the assignment is not scored, Learners will simply view the maps they made.

Skeleton Map

Start with an unfinished map. Answer the 
assessment items to add to, connect, or correct 
pieces of the map to complete it.

Skeleton Map

Receive a score and see which items were 
correct, incorrect, and missing. Toggle to the 
ReferenceMap to see the correct map.

View individual maps and scores

Identify common correct and 
incorrect propositions

Build-a-Map

View distributions of results per 
assessment item

Analyze similarity of results among 
groups of Learners in a scatterplot 
view

+

View individual maps and scores

Identify common correct and 
incorrect answers

Skeleton Map


